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Culture of 
Compliance



Is this good or bad?

• Different effects on innovation (Blind, Petersen & Riillo, 2017)
• Low market uncertainty: formal voluntary standards hinder, regulation 

helps
• Highly uncertain markets: regulation hinders, formal standards help 

• Driver for organizational and field change
• Institutional pressures to maintain legitimacy in field (Greenwood, Suddaby & 

Hinings, 2002)
• Organizations act responsibly through compliance (Matten & Moon, 2007



Is this good or bad?
• Compliance is complicated (Nidumolu, Prahalad, & Rangaswami, 2009)

• Varies by country, region, city
• Proliferation and duplication of standards / certifications

• Not a systems level change
• First step in a process – responding reactively, embedding in organization, 

radically changing the (large-scale) system (Adams et al, 2016)

• Lack business model innovation for sustainability (Schaltegger, Lüdeke-Freund & 
Hansen, 2012)



Moving Beyond 
Compliance



“… call for action for systemic collaborations …” 
Karl-Johan Persson, CEO, H&M Group

“… signaling the type of systemic innovation and collaboration required …” 
Cyrus Wadia, VP, Sustainable Business & Innovation, Nike, Inc

“New business models, technological innovation, radical collaboration …” 
Jason Kibbey, CEO, Sustainable Apparel Coalition

“… systemic collaboration and convergence toward a new normal …” 
Jeffrey Hogue, Chief Sustainability Officer, C&A

“… pre-competitive collaboration between brands and producers is a key step …” 
Katrin Ley, Managing Director, Fashion for Good

Ellen MacArthur Foundation, A new textiles economy: Redesigning fashion’s future,
(2017, http://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/publications)



Themes in my work

• Inter-firm relations – (Multi stakeholder) 
collaboration

• Coopetition – collaborating with competitors

• Collaborative organizations – value creation and 
capture system



How do collaborative 

organizations remain viable 

and survive to realize change?



Value Creation and Capture System
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Role of orchestration

DiVito, van Wijk & Wakkee, 2019, work in progress



How can mandatory and voluntary 

compliance aid collaboration for 

systemic change?



Thank you for listening
l.e.d.divito@hva.nl
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